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[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Jeremy and Mike,
 
I was reviewing my email and realized that I forgot an important detail. We are still fleshing out the
Implementation Chapter, but wanted to get it out for the groups to review. We expect you’ll have
some feedback on what we’ve got there so far.
 
Thanks again!
Jamey
 
 
 

From: Pratt, Jamey 
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2022 5:32 PM
To: Criss, Jeremy <Jeremy.Criss@montgomerycountymd.gov>; Scheffel, Mike
<Mike.Scheffel@montgomerycountymd.gov>
Cc: Duke, Roberto <Roberto.Duke@montgomeryplanning.org>; Zeigler, Donnell
<Donnell.Zeigler@montgomeryplanning.org>; Butler, Patrick
<Patrick.Butler@montgomeryplanning.org>
Subject: RRFMP Update - Introduction and Implementation Chapters + Crash and Traffic Analysis
 
Jeremy and Mike,
 
For your weekend reading pleasure, I have copied a draft of the Introduction and Implementation
Chapters for the Rustic Roads Functional Master Plan Update to the file transfer folder on our website.
The document to look for has a fairly obvious name.
 
You will also find a Traffic and Crash Analysis Report, some tables that go with that analysis, and then
two more map documents that start with the name “Road-By-Road Crashes” that show all the crashes
on the existing and nominated rustic roads.
 
The other files in that file transfer folder are the ones we already sent: draft road profiles, the
summary of the recommendations and significant features, and a couple of maps and a map key for
help locating all the roads (in case you would like a way to look at things geographically instead of
alphabetically).
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If you could spread the word to the various agricultural groups you interact with, I would greatly
appreciate it!
 
We look forward to our discussion coming up this week.
 
Thank you!
Jamey
 
 

 Jamey Pratt 
Planner III, Upcounty Planning
Montgomery County Planning Department
2425 Reedie Drive, Wheaton, MD  20902
jamey.pratt@montgomeryplanning.org
p: 301-495-4588
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